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1 Introduction

A prominent approach to explaining sentence pro-
cessing difficulty is surprisal theory (Hale, 2001).
In recent years, surprisal has often been estimated
using large language models that do not have ex-
plicit representations of syntactic structures, let
alone structure-building operations; even so, it pre-
dicts word-level difficulty in incremental process-
ing (Oh et al., 2022). While surprisal theory has
been prominent in the study of garden path ef-
fects as a model of ambiguity resolution, it has
been shown to under-predict the magnitude of such
effects in self-paced reading (van Schijndel and
Linzen, 2021; Arehalli et al., 2022). On the other
hand, models incorporating complexity metrics that
take incremental structure-building operations ex-
plicitly into account have been shown to improve fit
to eye-tracking (Demberg and Keller, 2008; Dem-
berg et al., 2013) and neuroimaging data (Brennan
et al., 2016; Stanojević et al., 2023).

Building on these lines of work, we first ask (Q1)
whether a structure building-based complexity met-
ric derived from a CCG (Combinatory Categorial
Grammar) parser improves model fit to reading
time data beyond surprisal estimates. We then ex-
plore (Q2) the extent to which this complexity met-
ric can predict processing effort related to the re-
covery of temporally ambiguous sentences. While
our metrics do not straightforwardly predict gar-
den path effects, they predict processing effort in
unambiguous sentences.

2 Q1: Fit to reading time beyond
surprisal estimates

We first test whether explicitly considering
structure-building operations from an incremental
parser improves our ability to account for human
behavioral data during sentence processing. Thus,
we adopt an incremental parser for CCGs coupled
with a metric that measures effort at each word as

the number of nodes added to the parse tree upon
processing that word (node count, Stanojević et al.
2023); see Figure 1 for an example.

Figure 1: Node count example. Node count is indicated
above each word. TC = type-changing, >T = forward
type-raising, >B = forward composition.

CCGs offer a wide coverage of natural language,
and node count derived from this particular incre-
mental model has been shown to improve fit to
neuroimaging data (Stanojević et al., 2023). We fit
a linear mixed-effects model to the self-paced read-
ing data available for the English filler sentences
in the Syntactic Ambiguity Processing Benchmark
(Huang et al., 2024). The predictors include node
count, surprisal, as well as relevant lexical and or-
thographic control predictors. The surprisal values,
taken from the Syntactic Ambiguity Processing
Benchmark, are estimated from an LSTM model
trained on 80 million tokens of English Wikipedia
text (Gulordava et al., 2018). Node count of both
the current word and the preceding word is associ-
ated with significantly slower RTs (Table 1).

3 Q2: Predictions for garden path
constructions

Building on the results for Q1, we adopt the same
CCG parser and implement a naive reprocessing
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Effect & word pos. Estimate SE t

Node i th 0.66 0.27 2.52
count i-1 th 3.98 0.36 11.09

i-2 th -0.10 0.28 -0.35
Surprisal i th 2.52 0.49 5.14

i-1 th 3.61 0.37 9.82
i-2 th 1.39 0.33 4.24

Table 1: Fixed effects from the best-fit linear mixed-
effects model fitted to the self-paced reading time data
of the English filler sentences in the SAP Benchmark.
i th, i-1 th and i-2 th refer to the current, the previous
and the previous previous word, respectively. Omitted
lexical and orthographic control predictors: punctuation,
word position, log frequency, length.

Figure 2: True RT for the three types of English garden-
path sentences in the SAP Benchmark as well as RTs
estimated by the model in Table 1. The x-axis indicates
word position relative to the disambiguating word (Re-
gion 0). The solid line indicates true RT. The dotted line
indicates RT estimated using CCG node count estimates
without reprocessing, while the dashed line indicates RT
estimated using effort values including reprocessing.

account of garden path recovery (Grodner et al.,
2003): garden path difficulty is modeled as the to-
tal effort associated with reprocessing the entire
string with the correct parse up to and including
the word at which parsing breaks down. The disam-
biguating word is associated with this reprocessing
effort in garden path constructions. We evaluate
the model fit in Section 2 on three garden path
constructions out of the set of critical contrasts in
the Syntactic Ambiguity Processing Benchmark
(NP/S; NP/Z; MV/RR). We find that our implemen-
tation of reprocessing consistently underestimates
the magnitude of the garden path effects and, sim-
ilarly to what is reported for surprisal estimates,
it fails to predict differences across constructions

(Figure 2).

4 Conclusion

Our results show that predictors relying on explicit
structure-building operations improve our ability
to model word-by-word reading times, indepen-
dently of the contribution of surprisal measures —
strengthening the evidence for structure building
operations in a comprehensive model of human
sentence processing. While our naive account of a
dual-stage approach to ambiguity resolution under-
predicts human effort in GP constructions, these
results also showcase how this type of model can
be used to implement various theories of sentence
comprehension. In future work, this will allow for
the evaluation of more fine-grained models of re-
analysis processes as applied to GP effects.
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